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Tyche 16 (2001)
JOSHUA D.

Accounting and Endowments
The following notes attempt to make sense of three Greek inscriptions that contain
problems of accounting. All three texts concern perpetual endowments. In all three the
prevailing interpretation of crucial economic details stands on the assumption that the
ancient actors, both benefactors and their fellow citizens, were either stupid or
unconcerned with the viability of the endowments and unworried by the prospect of
wastage. I argue here that the texts show careful calculation and adroit planning.
I. Ilion

In the second century BC Hermias son of Skamandrios, priest of all the gods, established an endowment at Ilion. The purpose of the endowment was to distribute cash
awards to the city's 12 tribes at the annual celebration of the lliaka. The endowment
earned 1525 drachmas per year. Each tribe, however, was to receive 127 drachmas 3
obols, for a total of 1530 drachmas. Why do the numbers not agree? The relevant
lines l :
12
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oEMx9m rilt 1)0uAil t Kal. to:lt 0"11001' ta. Ilkv XPTJllata dva[t]
[ta. bnOEOOJ.1E]va UltO 'Epj.11ou tEPa.
'A8r!vae;' toue; ok tpaltE[t;]itat;. EltEt
oWYEypaIlIlE[va EO'tl. ta Ot]u<popa, EXEW Ev9t:j.1a, Kat <pep[t:w] tOKOV avtrov oeKatOv,
Katltapaoouvm
[tE ICE<puAatOV 1tOte; J.1E9· Eautoue; tpaltEt;itme; Kat tOKOV OtUTIV01.) OEKatOY' toue; ok
[ltapaAa~6vtae; EJxEtv Ev9Ej.1a 'tat; J.1upiae; lCal. ltEv'talC10'XtAtat; 'AAEsavopdae; lCat
[tOY Otll"VOU 'to]lCOV' altO o/: tile; ltpoO'c,Bou yiVEcr9m av[a]ltaV 1:toe; EV 'tOOt
I1ava91l[vatoot J.1llVt 'tilt ltProj"t11t 't&v 'IAWKroV ltOj.1ltl,V lCat 9ucrtav tilt
BE 'tpaltEOt&6vat EKUcr ]tou iitoue; altO rile; ltpocroBou tilt EVOElCU'tT\t EV 'tOOt
I1ava91lva{oot
[J.1llVt toie; a<p' ElCUO't]lle; <pUAf\e; aipE8r!O'OJ.1EvOte; <puAuPxme; lCo.ta 'llUAl,V
opaXj.1ae; bm['tov £tKOO't JCa1. E]~'ta. 'tptrol)OA.oV a'tPtalCOO''tOAOyt)'tO~[c;] ...

that of J. Vanseveren,
Laum, Stiftungen in del'
priechischen llnd romischen Antike: Ein Beitrag zur antiken Kulturgeschichte. Leipzig
65]
I The text is Frisch's, I.llion 52. essentially
d'Ilion, RPh 62 (1936) 249-267, at 2
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(II J It has been resolved by the council and people that the money donated
Hermias shall be the sacred property of Athena. The bankers, once the fund has been
registered, shall keep it on deposit, and pay l/lO-interest on it, and transfer the principal to the bankers after them and the l/lO-interest for two months. Upon receipt the
latter shall keep on deposit the 15,000 Alexandrian drachmas and the interest for two
months.

time? Bogaert rejects the idea of pro-rated interest, suggesting instead that the figures
were simply rounded7 .
Preuner's suggestion works if we assume first that Hermias required the state bank
at Ilion to pay interest every day of the year but ten, and second that neither he nor
anyone else thought to stipulate this fact or its reason in the endowment's enabling
decree. The first seems unlikely, the second unthinkable. Bogaert's explanation has
jess to recommend it. It is difficult to see on what logic an accountant could find it
simpler to round to three obols, instead of to four XaA.lCOt. More pressing, upward
rounding of payments kills endowments. Such rounding entails shortfall. Repeated
shortfalls compound. The death of the endowment would have been a mathematical
certainty to Hermias and his peers if upward rounding had been built in to the operating procedure. Both explanations stand on the laziness or stupidity of Hermias and his
fellow citizens. A more efficient solution would be welcome.
The mathematical problem would disappear if the mason had carved 'tEaaupa.~
xaA.KOU~ at 19-20 instead of 'tpt(O[)OAOV, that is, half an obol instead of half a
drachma. This would appear to be an improbable slip. But what was written on the
papyrus that the mason used as an exemplar? Three obols and four xaAKOt are both
half of the next highest denomination: 2 x 3 obols = 1 drachma; 2 x 4 chalkoi = 1
obo!. I suggest that the mason's exemplar did not spell out the numbers in full, as the
inscription does, but contained numerical signs instead 8 It is easy to imagine how
such confusion could have arisen. The symbol, C, often rendered (, was widely used for
half an obol in Attica, Epidauros, Delos, Amorgos, the Tauric Chersonnesos and
elsewhere 9, but it was also frequently used for the drachma 10 Furthermore, the symbol, T, was also in common use as an acrophonic abbreviation for both 'tpuo[)OA.OV II
and 'tE'taP'tTJJ.10ptov J 2, each one-half the next highest fractional 13 . The potential for
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[17J From the income every year in the month of Panathenaios, on the first, the
procession of the Iliaka and the sacrifice to Athena shall take place. The bankers shall
give from the income each year on the eleventh of the month of Panathenaios 127
drachmas and one triobol, tribe by tribe, free from the tax of 1/30, to the phylarchs to
be selected from each tribe, ...
Thanks to Boeckh's ingenious restoration ['tOY OL~~VOU 'to]J.:ov (16; after 't[o 1 'tE
lCEipaA.atOvJ '" Ka1. 'tOlCOV Ot~~V01J oeKa'tov 13-14), Preuner saw that Hermias must
have donated the principal two months before the beginning of the next calendar year
(Panathenaios)2. Rather than let the money sit idle Hermias stipulated that the bankers
A) pay 10% interest pro-rated for the two months (= 250 drachmas) and B) re-invest
the 250 drachmas with the principal, yielding a total interest-bearing principal of
15,250 drachmas. Thus, at 10%, the fund earned 1,525 drachmas annUally.
Next, Keil restored opax~a<; £KU!['tOV EtKOcrt KU1. £J1t'tu 'tp1(o[)OA.OV (19-20) on
the strength of a clever calculation3. At OGIS I 212.14-15 (= I.Ilion 31) Dittenberger
had restored l.EpE]UEt).l4 ~Ev 'to.<; orooEKa I [ipUA.o.<; .... The principal of the endowment was 15,250 drachmas and the interest was 10%. If Ilians were grouped in 12
tribes, as Dittenberger suggested5, then the annual earnings of the foundation, 1,525
drachmas, would have translated to payments of 127 drachmas 4 chalkoi each (1,525 +
12 127.083). KeWs restoration fits the space, but gives an aggregate payment that
is too high by five drachmas (127 drachmas 3 obols x 12;:: 1,530 drachmas), i.e. by
21/2 obo!s per tribe6 . We have seen already that the endowment earned only 1,525
drachmas per year. How to explain the five-drachma deficit? Preuner suggested that the
interest was pro-rated to the day and that the ten days between the beginning of the festival and the disbursement of the money by the bankers (17-21) were somehow interest-free. This is dubious. The bank never re-paid the prinCipal. It retained the money
on deposit forever. Why would the bank not have been asked to pay interest for those
ten days, when it was generating revenue from the endowment's capital during that

=

2 Boeckh, CIG II 3599; E. Preuner, Die Panegyris der Athenu /lias, Hermes 61 (1926)
113-133, at 125-126; cf. R Bogaert, Banques et banquiers dans les cites grecques, Leiden
1968, 237.
3 B. Keil. IG XII.5 p. 33.
4 Corrected to ltOj.l.ItE]{mv by L. Robert, ttAnat 177.
5 Followed by N. F. Jones, Public Organization in Ancient Greece: A Documentary
Study, Philadelphia 1987, 299.
6 Yet the restoration must be correct. Neither 1:jJtaKov·w., which would not fit the
space, nor O£KU brings us even close to an aggregate payment of 1525 drachmas.
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7 Bogaert, Banques et banquiers (n. 2), 238 n. 53 and 237, followed by P. Debord,
Aspects sociaux et economiques de la vie religeuse dans {'Ana to tie greco-romaine [= EPRO
88], Leiden 1982, 205: "chaque anntie les banquiers devrom verser avant la fete des Iliaca
127 dr. et 3 ob. a chacun des phylarques des 12 tribus (soit 1530 dr. au total). C'est la
chiffre rand Ie plus proche des 1525 dr. que rapporterait Ie capital place a 10% l'an."
8 I find no inscriptions from Ilion that denote numerals with symbols.
9 M. Tad, The Greek Numeral Notation, BSA 18 (1911112) 98-132, 101, 104-105,
115, 117, 119; idem, Further Notes on the Greek Acrophonic Numerals, BSA 28 (192617)
141-157, 144-145, 148; idem, The Greek Acrophonic Numerals, BSA 37 (193617) 236258, 237; the symbol is also attested as six chalkoi in a 12-chalkoi obol and 9 chalkoi in
an 18-chalkoi obol, with T indicating quarter·obols: Tod, BSA 37 (193617) 239-240, 243;
idem BSA 18 (1911112) 104.
10 E. g. at Chalcedon; see M. Tod, Three Greek Numeral Systems, JHS 33 (1913) 2734, 28-29; idem, BSA 18 (1911112) 120, 123-124.
II Tad, BSA 18 (1911112) 108-109, 113, 120; idem, JHS 33 (1913) 28-29, 33-34;
BSA 28 (192617) 143.
Tod, BSA 18 (1911112) 101, 105, 107, 113, 115; idem, BSA 37 (193617) 237.
13 For the abstraction of the sign, C, to the meaning ,half' and the emUlation of the
,demi-obole' and ,demi-moitie d'obole' see A. Blanchard, Sigles et abbreviations dans les
papyrus documentaires grecs: Recherches de paleographie [= BICS suppl. 30], London
1974,30 with 11. 41-42 n. 8.
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confusion would have been increased by the occasional use within the same system of
( to indicate half an obol and both) and T to denote a quarter-oboI 14.
I suggest that the mason's exemplar bore some symbol for a half-obol, perhaps (,
which the mason botched during expansion. Perhaps he conflated the abbreviation
with another for a half-drachma, perhaps T. Perhaps the mason made an error of a Jess
graphic nature, thinking "half" but not "half an obol". In any case, I suggest that the
mason wrote tPt!upoAov in error and that his exemplar called for him to expand to
t£crcro.pcu; Xo.A1(OUI,;, i. e. J27 drachmas 1/2 oboL If this is so there were no pro-rated
interest-free days and no rounding of figures. The foundation's earnings and annual
disbursements were reckoned precisely down to the half-obol. By simple scribal confusion it appears to us that the tribes were allotted an additional two obol5 four XCt A1(Ot
each, per year. But officials would have followed the internal document, the papyrus.
We may be certain that if this minor error was made on stone once it was not made on
the ground year after year. The 12 tribes received J27 drachmas 4 XCtAKOt each year,
not a XO:A1(OUI,; more.

n. Teos
In the third century BC Polythrous son of Onesimos established an endowment at
Teos for the purpose of educating free youth l5 . The endowment's principal was
34,000 drachmas. The rate of interest at which the principal was lent is not stated in
the fragmentary inscription. The surviving fragments do list annual salaries that the
instructors were to receive.
Line

Position

A. 10-1 I
A.II-12
A.12-13
A.13-l4

Grammar instructors

Gymnastic trainers

A.I4-16
A.25-{i
A.26-7

Kitharist or Harp-player
Archery/Javelin coach
Drillmaster

Annual Salary

lSI ergon
2nd ergon
3nd ergon
1
2

600 dr.
550 dr.
500 dr.
500 dr.
500dr.
700 dr.16
250 dr.
300 dr.

Total 3900 dr.
We appear to have a complete list of the endowment's annual expenditure, 3900
drachmas, which is 11 8 /17% of the prinCipal. We may be relatively certain that the
endowment did not charge I J8/17% in annual interest, but rather 12%, or a drachma
14 Tod, BSA 18 (1911112) 101; also 123-124 for) as half a talent and half a gold
stater. Such systems of abbreviation did often give rise to confusion: Tod, BSA 37
(193617) 237, here in an "abacus", where confusion had special potential for damage.
15 Tile inscription is preserved on two stones that do not join. They were first
associated by Hauvette-Besnault and Pottier, BCH 4 (1880) 110--121, 113-116 [Laum.
Stiftungen (n. I), no. 90]; Hiller von Gaertringen, Syl1.3 578.
16 Laum, Stiftungen (n. I), vol. I, p. 106 erroneously: "Kitharistes und Psaltes, beide
je 700 Drachmen"; translated correctly ad loc.
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per mina per month. At this rate the fund would have earned 4,080 drachmas per year,
180 more than its annual need. The fragmentary inscription does not say what
pened to this small surplus. The endowment's enabling decree stipulated that if the
city enacted an intercalary month instructors were to be paid additional wages 17 If instructors received a full twelfth of their annual salary for the intercalary month then
the total expenditure would have been 325 drachmas (3,900 + 12 = 325).
Laum suggested that intercalary salaries were paid out of this annual surplus of 180
drachmas l8 . But math suggests otherwise. There is no reason to believe that interest
was not calculated as a number of drachmas per mina per month. Thus in the event of
an intercalary month the interest owed by borrowers from the fund would have risen
the same amount as the instructors' salaries. One month's interest for one month's
wages
nothing could be simpler. So even with intercalary salaries the fund seems
to have generated a surplus. The endowment's managers were not frce to disburse
money for anything but the stipulated purposesl 9 . The surpluses, therefore, would
have mounted, swelling an ever growing sum of money that could not legally be
spent20 . This state of affairs would have been as unsatisfactory as it would have been
predictable.
What then became of the 180 drachmas? Two other endowed schools are attested on
stone. In 160/59 King Attalos established at Delphi with a single gift two endowments 21 ; 18,000 drachmas were to be lent toward payment of teachers' salaries, and
3000 to fund sacrifices and a procession in which the students took pan. Both lots of
money were lent at one-fifteenth per year (62/3% 3 1/3 obols / mina I month). Thus,
the smaller endowment would have generated 200 drachmas per year, to pay for the
sacrifices and procession. A Milesian endowment paid teachers' salaries and with the
small amount left over - I argue below that this sum was 240 drachmas - a sacrifice and procession were held for the students22 . Hence I suggest that in the missing
sections of the Tean inscription, before fragment A or, perhaps more likely, between
the end of A and the beginning of B, we are missing stipulations that the 180
17 Syll.3 578. 20-21: 1tpoO"IHoo0"6al 01: Kal euv CfLpU'''fLV 1-l11va ayrol-lEV 1:0 E1ttj3<iMov TOU I-llO"60u -r<in l-lT)vL
18 Lau~ Stijtungen (n. I), vol. I, p. 106.
19 Syll. 578. 39-47: 1\v Of oi £V£o"1:T)KOW; ml-llul 11 oi I:KC(O'1:0,£ YIVOI-l£YOI
1tapuoroO"IY 1:0 apyuploV -rouro Karu 1:U YEYPUI-lI-lEYU, vv v 11 aAAo~ n~ O:PXUlY
(Oloo1:T)<; El1tT)1 11 1tp~ST)ral 1\ 1tPOSijl ft £1tlIVT)<PtO"T)I ft vOI-lOY 1tP06ij1 EyaY1ioy
10uhrol 11 -roiJ-rov roY YOI-lOY apT)1 "tP01trol nyl 11 1tapEupeO"€l ilwuy tD~ OEt "to
apyuplloy K1VT)EiTiYal 11 1-lT] c\:yuAiO"K£0"6al em' aU10U £I':; 0: () YOl-lo<; O"UV1:UO"O"£I, 11
aAA[T)1 1tou] Kamxropl0"6ijycn Kal I-lTJ
a EY riillO£ 1:rol V0l-lrol Ota1:E1:UK1:at, 1« 1:£
1tpaxEihlm alrupu £O"1:ro, Kal oi I-l£"tu
1:al-llat Kuraxropl~hroauy
1:0Y AOYOY
KU1:Ct roY Y0I-l0V 1:0{Y)OE 10 1tATiSo; 1&V XPT)I-lurrov 1:0 laoy ElK 1:OlJv
1tO[AEro<;
1tpJoa610rov Kal "to:A.A.a 1t«vm aUV1:EAe;i-rroO"av KU-rCt "tov vOI-lOV rovo£.
20 The principal of this endowment was not deposited with the state bank, which could
fold surplus money into its deposits; for endowments deposited with state banks see Laum,
Stiftungen (no I), no. 65 (see Bogaert, Banques et banquiers (n. 7). 237--S) , no. 66 (Bogaert, 235-237), and no. 129.
21 Laum, Stiftungen (n. I), no. 28; cf. K. Bringmann et al., eds.. Schenkungen hellenistischer Herrscher an griechische Stiidte und Heiligtumer, Berlin 1995, no. 94 [El
22 Laum, Stiftungen (n. I), no. 129.68-72; see pl. III below.
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drachmas be spent on festivities for the Tean students. There was no surplus and no
waste, but a subvention for a sacred procession and festivities. A solution is not to be
found in intercalation, but in the stone's missing middle.

cost anywhere near 2,640 drachmas 31 . If payments were made in Attic drachmas then
the fund was massively inefficient. Why would Eudemos' endowment have included
such a sloppy piece of budgeting? Ziebarth seems to suggest that Eudemos was anxious lest the sacrifice lapse into disuse, and so included the surplus as a safeguard32 .
By decree the endowment's income could not be spent on anything but the salaries and
the ox (64-65). Such gross overbudgeting would have created a fiscal nightmare, a
fund that generated nearly half a talent per year that could not legally be spent.
I suggest that the Milesians did not convert to Attic, as Ziebarth did, but to their
own Milesian standard. Gold may have been tied to silver, in value, by a ratio of
I : 10, but the same ratio did not apply in practice to the exchange of physical coins.
One stater of gold, for example, was the equivalent of 20 Attic drachmas but only 14
of the heavier Aiginetan drachmas. The numbers in Eudemos' endowment make better
sense, as we shall see, if Eudemos and the Milesians calculated on the Milesian
weight standard.
In the sixth century coins struck on the standard that scholars have named Milesian
dominated south-western Asia Minor and Lydia33 . Although its use in general seems
to have ebbed by the late sixth century34, the standard held out at Melos down to the
city's destruction in 416 35 . Around this time coins more or less ceased to be struck
on Miietos' eponymous standard 36 . Scholars are not alone in designating a known ancient standard as Milesian. Hellenistic Didyma knew a weight standard called by the
same name. Numerous third- and second-century temple inventories from Didyma
(I.Didyma 425-478) record <jnUAat by weight (and dedicator), in an array of standards,
including one called Milesian. According to the temple inventories, the Milesian
drachma in the Hellenistic period was not a coin minted by the city Miletos, but a
measure of weight. A <jnuA.TJ's weight mattered. The origin of coins melted down to
fashion a <jnuA.TJ was irrelevant and beyond verification. And verification was the purpose of the label.
It would be tempting to suppose that in the inventories "Milesian" or "local"37
drachmas simply indicated the standard on which Miletos struck coins at the time,

III. Miletos
In 206/5 Be the people of Miletos erected an inscription in gratitude to Eudemos
son of Thallion for endowing ten talents of silver for the "education of free children"
(I.Milet 1.3 145.4)23. The money was deposited with the state bank on condition that
the annual income be reserved for instructors' salaries (49-53) and the purchase of an
ox for a procession to Didyma and sacrifice (68-76). Salaries and ox-spending the
money otherwise was forbidden 24, and carried a heavy fine 25 . As ancient endowments
go the terms and the careful accounting of expenditure are bOilerplate 26 . But a basic
problem in the inscription has never been solved: the numbers do not compute.
Eudemos' endowment had a principal of 10 talents of silver (4-5) and an annual
yield of 300 staters (20-21) of gold 27 . From the latter four gymnastic trainers (49-50)
and four grammar instructors (50) received salaries of 30 (51-52) and 40 drachmas per
month (52-53) respectively. Thus, annual expenditure on salaries was 3,360 drach28
mas . Since the instructors were paid in silver drachmas, the figure in gold must
have been an accounting stand-in, meaning 300 gold staters' worth of silver.
Assuming a gold: silver ratio of 1 : 10, Ziebarth deduced that the annual revenue,
accounted as 300 staters, was 6,000 drachmas 29 .
At 1 : 10, 300 gold staters equaled 6,000 Attic drachmas. If the fund earned 6,000
drachmas annually and was obligated to pay 3,360 to the instructors, what was done
with the remaining 2,640 drachmas? The decree stipulated that the head instructors use
the remainder of the endowment's annual revenue, after the instructors had been paid,
to procure the finest ox available, with which they were to lead an annual procession
to Didyma (68-76)30. No expense but the ox is mentioned. No single ox could have

23 Ziebarth, Aus dem griechischen Schulwesen, Leipzig 19142 ,2-9; Rehm, I.Milet 1.3
145; [Laum, Stiftungen (n. I), no. 129; Hiller von Gaertringen and Ziebarth, Syll.3577;
Pleket, Epigraphica I 34]. Date: M. Warrie, Inschriften von Herakleia am Latmos I:
Antiochos III., Zeuxis und Herakleia, Chi ron 18 (1988) 421-476, 432-437; Herrmann,
Milet V.I p. 178.
24 I.Milet 1.3 145.64-5: to 0' Esmpoul!EvOV Ei<; mum lCata t1]V I CtVamslV 1!1]
£ivaI I!EtEvEYlCEIV Ei<; iiA.A.o 1!118Ev tP01tffiI 1!118Evi'
25 I.Milet 1.3 145.65-8: EaV I OE n<; E11tlll il {1) 1tpo8ill il E1tI'1'l1<Picrlll ill!EtEviYJC11I
il taSlll EA.acrcrov tou ElCllCEII!EVOU, O<pE1A.€tffi 0 tOUtffiV' n 1tOI"cra<; crmtfjpa<;
1tEVmlCocriou<; I iEPOU<; 'Epl!ou lCat Moucrwv.
26 Laum, Stiftungen (n. 1), vol. 1, p. 178-193 and 193-211 on injunctions and fines.
27 Ziebarth, Schulwesen (n. 23), 15-16; Bogaert, Banques et banquiers (n. 7), 257259.
28 4 x 30 x 12 = 1440; 4 x 40 x 12 = 1920; 1440 + 1920 = 3360.
29 Ziebarth, Schulwesen (n. 23), 15-16; Laum, Stiftungen (n. I), vol. 1, p. 106;
Bo~aert, Banques et banquiers (n. 7), 259.
o On the occasion of the penteteric Didymeia and of the Boegia in intervening years.
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31 For oxen-prices in fourth-century Athens see V. Rosivach, System of Public
Sacrifice in Fourth-Centurv Athens, Atlanta 1994, 100-106.
3 Ziebarth, Schulwe~en (n. 23), 23. Laum, Stiftungen (n. 1), vol. I, p. 106 n. 3,
thought the money was to be spent either "bei der Festfeier ... oder wahrscheinlicher zu dem
Unterricht". The ox and salaries might be included under the headings Festfeier and
Unterricht, but these are accounted for already. It is hard to know precisely what Laum
meant.
33 C. Kraay, Archaic and Classical Greek Coins, London 1976,27; G. Moucharte, A.
propos d'une decouverte de monnaies de Milet, RBN 130 (1984) 19-35; H. A. Cahn,
Knidos: Die Munzen des sechsten und des fiinften lahrhunderts v. Chr., Berlin 1970, 179181j F. Becker, Ein Fund von 75 milesischen Obolen, SNR 67 (1988) 5-42.
4 Kraay, ACGC (n. 33), 35, 38.
35 Kraay, ACGC (n. 33),45.
36 Hekatomnos, dynast of Caria, is alleged to have minted, in a propagandistic gesture
in assertion of his control, real or not, of the city, a series of coins on the Milesian
standard early in the fourth century: Kraay, ACGC (n. 33),258.
37 I.Didyma 471. 5-9: ... 'A811vaiou tOU T[- - E]lffi<; <jl1aA.ll BOllyal VIKTtcraVto<;,
E<p' ~<; E1t1lypa<p,,' E1t1XWptat EVEv"lCovm' Kul;l1C11lv&V <pIaA.ll , E<p' ~<; E1t1ypa<p,,' oh1]
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either the Rhodian 38 , Persic 39 or Attic40 standard. But this is impossible. At
l.Didyma 446.9-12 we find two groups of qJtUA.a.t, one with a weight given in Alexandrian drachmas and the other in Milesian41 . Thus, Milesian drachmas were not equal
to Alexandrian or, by extension, Attic. At least one account, moreover, lists separate
qltUA.C.ll with Alexandrian, Milesian and Rhodian weights42 . Thus, designation of
weight in Milesian drachmas did not allude to the coins struck at Miletos on the
Rhodian standard either'~3.
For Hultsch the Milesian standard was another name for the Persico He believed
that the Milesian standard had a stater with a theoretical weight of 11.2 grams (and so
a drachma of 5.6 grams), borrowed from Babylonia in the seventh centuryM. The
drachmas struck in the third and second centuries consistently weighed less than 5

grams45 Moreover, two qlU1A,(lt with weights expressed in Milesian and local drachmas are attested after the mid second century, by which time Miletos had ceased to
strike coins on the so-called Persic standard 46 . By then the Attic standard had
7
supplanted the long-since reduced Persic as that on which Miletos struck silver4 .
Thus, the temple inventories show that Milesian and Persic standards were not
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'AAE~avl/)pElal Elca'tov; the designation "local" for Milesian weight appears only once in
the records. For local drachmas on Ithaca see K. 1. Rigsby, Asylia: Territorial Inviolability
ill the Hellenistic World, Berkeley 19%,86.20 with n. on p. 215; for local bronze see IG
XI. 2 161. B. 20, 162. B. 16. I.lasos 78. 3-4 may concern money and surplus of local
money: XP1]lllata ltAl]V tou ltE[P]tYlVOIl£vO[u 1- - -]lVOU tou Elt1XCOPlOU £~ oilcovo[1l
-]. See also a recently publfshed inscription from Teos, SEG XLIV 949.I1I.79:
bnxcop ou /)paXIla.~ EVEV1]K[oVta; 91: EltlXCOPlOU /)paXI1a.c; /)l(lK[ocrla<;; 101: £lt1Xmpiou
/)pa:lfa.~ X1Aia~ OKt(llCO[ cr(a~.
Rhodian standard: Kraay, ACGC (n. 33), 258; see B. Deppert-Lippitz, Die
Munzpriigung Mitets vom viertell bis ersten Jahrhundert v. Chr., Aarau 1984, Periods I-III;
with P. Kinns, The Coinage of Miletus, NC 146 (1986) 233-260,234-235, and 249 for
the suggestion that the silver coinage may have begun two decades before the death of
Mausolus (35312).
39 Persic standard: Deppert-Lippitz, Die Manzpriigung Milets (n. 38) Periods IV-V, but
see with Kinns, NC 146 (1986) 253-257; reduced Persic: Kinns, NC 146 (1986) 235.
40 Gold staters on the Attic standard: Kinns, NC 146 (1986) 257-258; Deppert-Lippitz,
Die Munzpriigung Milets (n. 38), 121-123, thought that these were forged, a theory now
shown incorrect by Kinns 245-247; for a revised chronology of Milesian silver in the
second century see P. Kinns, CH 8, 474: Milesian Silver Coinage ill the Second Celltury
BC, in: R. Ashton and S. Hurter (eds.), Studies in Greek Numismatics ill Memory of Martin
Jessop Price, London 1998, 175-195, esp. 182 on the Attic tetradrachms; cf. DeppertLippitz, Die Munzpriigung MUets (n. 38), 185-186, Period Vl.Il; Kinns. NC 146 (1986)
235.
41 ... 'H'Y11crla~ I [ - c. 6-7 - !:a]Aal1lvlO<; q)laAac; tPEt~, oAld, b,acrl[(tll<;) 'AAE~
av/)p ]Elal bcatov' :::EvapTl~ 'Avn,vopoC; q)\al[Aac; ElIC]Ocrl, oAld, €Ko:crtll<; MlA1]crUll
£KatOV; the restoration. 'AAE~av/)p]Elal, is certain; cf. the widespread citation of weights
in Alexandrian drachmas in I.Didyma 441,443, 444, 446, 448, 449, 451, 452, 456. 457,
463.
42 I.Didyma 463. 17-20: KU~lKTlVIDV fj>lO:ATl. oAld]v ayoucra 'AAEI~av/)p£{a<;
Elcatov' KpatE(p)oU tou KpatEI(p)ou qnaATl, oAld,v ayoucra MlATlcrla<; ilvEv1]JCOv'ta and 33-34: ... EKATION qnaAlov oArij~ 'Po/)irov etlCOcrl(V); EKA TlON is clearly
corruted from an ethnic designation like KU~lK'llV&V (17).
4 H. A. Cahn, Kllidos: Die Munzen des sechsten ulUi des fiinftell Jahrhunderts v. Chr.,
Berlin 1970, 184 n. 562, appears to be mistaken in claiming that K Regling, Die Miinzen
von Prielle, Berlin 1927, 130 n. 264, demonstrated that the Milesian standard had nothing
to do with the Milesian drachmas mentioned in the inventories.
44 F. Hultsch, Griechische ulUi romische Metrologie 2 , Berlin 1882, 174.
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identicaL
Designation of weights as "Milesian" or "local" at Miletos appears never to have
indicated the standard in current use for the minting of coins. Temple inventories distinguished Milesian from Rhodian, Attic/Alexandrian and Persic standards. The Milesian was an independent standard that referred purely to weight, not to the weight-denomination of a physical coin. From the fourth century onward when Miletos struck
coins it used the standards of other cities.
The so-called Milesian standard possessed a stater with a theoretical weight of c.
14.1 grams and so a drachma of C. 7.05 grams48. Thus, we can calculate the value of
Milesian drachma against the gold stater through comparison to the Attic. We do not
have documents that furnish weight equivalencies between Milesian and other
standards, as we do with Aiginetan49 . But we can derive the number of Milesian
drachmas per stater of gold from the observed weights. The actual weights of coins
struck on the Aiginetan and Attic standards agree with known exchange rates in antiquity to two decimal places (I gold stater 20 Attic drachmas 7 Aiginetan staters
.70; 4.3 grams [1 Attic drachma) ..;. 6.1 grams [lIz Aiginetan stater) .7049). If we
add the Milesian drachma to the equation we get an exchange rate of 12 Milesian
drachmas per 20 Attic (12
20 = .60; 4.3 ..;. 7.05 grams [1 Milesian drachma]
.6099). Thus, the relationship of Attic and-for the sake of illustration-Aiginetan
and Milesian standards is as follows:

=

=

=

=

=

I talent
I gold stater
I drachma

~

Attic
6,000 drachmas
20 drachmas
4.3 grams

Aiginetan
4,200 drachmas
14 drachmas
6.1 grams

Milesian
3,600 drachmas
12 drachmas
7.05 grams

45 Calling in to question their designation as Persic at all; Kinns, NC 146 (1986) 235;
the drachmas struck on the so-called Persic standard by Miletos weighed considerably less
than 5.6 grams.
46 Kinns, NC 146 (1986) 235-236; an object (l.Didyma 477.7), no doubt a fj>HIAfI,
weighing 90 Milesian drachmas is recorded in an inventory from the mid-first century:
I.Didyma p. 152b; the fj>16:All that weighed 90 local drachmas (/'Didyma 471.5-7) dates
from the second half of the second century: Rehm, 1.Didyma p. 276, suggested reasonably
that the treasurer Kallikrates son of Apollonios (3-4) was the grandson of
homonymous stephanephoros of 7211 attested in I.Milet 1.3 125.25. Even if we generously
calculate 70 years between grandfather and grandson, the present document would be dated
to c. 140, probably after Miletos ceased to strike drachmas on the Persic standard.
47 Kinns, NC 146 (1986) 235; idem, Milesian Silver Coinage (n. 40), 182-183.
48 Kraay, ACGC (n. 33). 258; this is a modern deduction from the known weights of
Milesian fractional staters; see E Babelon, TraUIf des monnaies grecques et romaines,
1901, II 263-264; B. Pfeiler, Die Silberpragung von Milet 1m 6. Jahrhundert v. Chr.,
SNR 45 (1966) 5-25; Becker, SNR 67 (1988) 5-42.
49 For example 1. Sosin, Agio at Delphi, NC 160 (2000) 67-80.
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On the Milesian standard the endowment would have had a principal of 36,000
drachmas and an annual yield of 3,600 drachmas (300 x 12 3,600). An annual yield
of 3,600 drachmas leaves a surplus of 240 (heavy) drachmas (3,600 - 3,360 = 240).
This is steep for an ox, but it is in the right order of magnitude50 , unlike the 2,640
Attic-drachma
A contemporary inscription may provide further support for a 3,600-drachma talent
in Hellenistic Miletos. The text in question is dated to 211110 BC and is the enabling
decree of an annuity fund established by subSCription at Miletos (I.Milet 1.3 147)51.
On its terms individuals were invited to contribute 3,600 drachmas from whose interest they would draw 30 drachmas per month, or 10% annually, for the rest of their
lives (lines
Perhaps the state arrived at the required contribution
the sum of money that donors would have had to give in order to receive a predetermined monthly payment of 30 drachmas. The city's primary objective was to raise
cash, and quickly52. Miletos required payment of 100 staters of the 3,600 drachmas
immediately 02-13) and the rest by the eighth of Artemision (13-14). Bogaert
assumed that the transactions were calculated in Attic drachmas, reckoning the staters
as equivalent to 2,000 drachmas 53 . On this interpretation the donors paid 2,000
drachmas, five-ninths of the total donation, up front, and the remaining 1,600
drachmas later. If calculations were made on the Milesian standard, subscribers would
have paid 1,200 Milesian drachmas up front and the remaining two-thirds by the
eighth of Artemision, five months later. Installments of one-third and two-thirds are
not inherently more probable than payments of five-ninths and four-ninths. But it is
worth conSidering that both the annuity fund and Eudemos' endowment operated on
the same Milesian weight standard.
The texts share additional financial particulars. On the terms of Eudemos' endowment the fund's interest was to be allocated by the bankers in gold staters, which was
apparently Milesian accounting convention for 300 gold staters' worth of Milesian
drachmas in silver. Similarly, the annuity-fund stipulated contributions in staters and
payments in drachmas. What was the purpose of this accounting convention? Hellenistic Milet05 employed a single standard to measure generic weight, including that of
silver money, the Milesian standard. But it did not strike coins on this standard; for
this it employed the Rhodian, Persic and Attic standards. Efficiency, therefore, might
urge someone reckoning drachmas of multiple standards in the same account to use a
unit of account. The gold stater was as good a choice as any. Eudemos' endowment and the annuity-fund were both under the financial administration of the public bankers. As these bankers would have had to handle large sums of money struck on

=

50 And not too far from the 200 drachmas generated for simil~r

-endowment and the 180 generated by the Tean; see above under section
Date: Warrle, Chi ron 18 (1988) 432-437; bibliography and notes: Herrmann, Milet
V.I 180; commentary: L. Migeotte, L'e:mprunt public dans les cites grecque:s: re:cueil des
documents et analyse critique, Quebec 1984. no. 97, p. 307-311.
52 I.Milet 1.3 147. 4-7: 1J.1]1£ Eiol!pop&<; 1'>t0: 'tau'ta Y€VOIJ.EvTj<; UltO IJ.Tj9€vo<; 1J.1]'t€
'tWIJ. IJ.HJ9o!poprov O:!palip€UEro<; /:ho: 'to lt€ItOvT\1cEvat 'teX<; 't€ KOlVO:<; Kat 'ta<; ioia<;
EKeX010U Itpoolooou<; yEYEVTjIJ.EVTj<; Eltl ltAEtOva £11'\ Ka'ta 't1W xwpav aqlopta<;.
53 Bogaeri. Banques et banquiers (n. 38), 257 n. 160; also Herrmann, Milet V.l 181.
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various standards, it may have made good accounting sense for them to reckon allocations in notional gold staters (and weighed silver) regardless of the standard(s) on
which the coins they handled had been struck.
The Milesian habit of weighing money with its own local standard, long after
coins had ceased to be struck on that standard, may seem odd. In fact it was not only
rational but must have been the norm; many Greek cities struck no coins at all.
Unless these cities borrowed weight standards from a city that did, there was very little
chance that their official weights would map to the standards of the coins circulating
in local markets. In antiquity the fact was that a drachma of cheese or fish or silver in
one city did not necessarily weigh a drachma in the adjacent city. Whether these cities
minted coins and, if so, what standards they used in the process, never changed this
fact. The Milesian drachma was a purely notional unit of weight.
If monetary practice at Miletos seems needlessly difficult, the situation on the
ground was simple: at MiJetos, as elsewhere, coins and the standards on which
to
were struck came and went but the lump of metal to which any citizen could
determine the weight of an object weighed the same in 200 BC as it did in 500 BC. A
bullion coin weighed what it weighed, but official weights were the solid foundation
without which market exchange would have been hamstrung. Milesian
did not
create chaos but was a bulwark against it. So long as the Milesian drachma-weight had
a basis in reality the relative value of any currency could be calculated with ease and,
more importantly, confidence. As a civic gesture this was predictably conservative;
Miletos maintained its own legally sanctioned system of weights and measures in the
face of changing minting conventions, fashion and macro-political change. Such was
custom 54
Another inscription may support our conjecture of Milesian drachma related to the
Attic drachma by a weight ratio of 6 : 10. The text is a fragmentary account from the
first half of the second century from Didyma. The stone appears now to be lost, and
seems to have been so when Rehm edited the text more than half a century ago
(I.Didyma 38):

[Il]nsoyroy cr1tnpt'tllY, {by 1t[ooJ~<;

F9 r, vacar

[ools 'tou 11:000<; v ES v, yiYoy'tcn OPa.XIlCX1. Mr'IAS
.'troy

\pre, O).lOU

'trov

Ka.t ..... '! .

EPYrov

54 A. Giovannini, Rome et la circulation monbaire en Grece au IIe sieele avant JesusChrist, Basel 1978, 1I 6-11 8; J. Kroll kindly alerted me to this citation. 1. Treheux,
L'unite de pesee et l'unite de
des hiiropes Ii Delos, in T. Linders and B. Alroth
Greek World, Uppsala 1992, 21-23; Delos
(eds.), Economics of Cult in the
furnishes an excellent
accounting on the Attic and striking coins on the Rhodian
L'administration financiere des Elli TA IEPA d Delos: une
standards; see also 1.
tMorie nouvelle, BCH liS (1991) 349-352; 1, R. Melville Jones, Denarii, asses and
assaria in the early Roman Empire, BICS 18 (1971) 99-105, esp. 99-100. s. Broughton,
ESAR IV 889, 1. Sosin, Boeotian Silver, Theban Agio and Bronze Drachmas. NC 162
(2002) forthcoming.

4

!S vv OEOO'.lt6.V'll'tO'.l

of: Vvvvv vvvvv de; O'.u'toue;

~i'[ e;) ~E

'ta. 0-

o/cOVlO'. !Cut 'tOY crt'tOV !C0'.l. Eie; 'tOY aJlqllEcrJl(lY oPO'.XJlO'.l.
!CO'.t de; 'tT!v cr'tOJlrocrlV v P1\ v KO'.t
!C0'.l.

rTr.

1:a. oSuv'tPO'. 'tou moftpou ~~.

cnoJlroJlO'. ['A)AESUVOPEO'.l r:OB-. aJlou

t? a':'TJ~roJlEVO[V)

E

8

oPO'.XJlO'.l. r<DMHS. ~OlltO'.tltEph:lcrlV ~~? 'tOlY EPYrov altOAEAO~~':':u?v ~~~[ O'.vTJJlu'trov)

VaCQt.

Not certain whether another line followed.
... whose solid feet were 3,093 drachmas at 5 drachmas 3 obols per foot, makes
17,011 drachmas 3 obols and 586 drachmas for X, so for all the work that has been
done 17,597 drachmas 3 obols
[4] N was spent for these: for sauces and the bread and the clothing 3,380 drachmas; and for the tempering 130 drachmas; and for the sharpening of the iron 1,200
drachmas; and for tempering 1,072 drachmas I obol Alexandrian; so the expenditure
was 5,548 drachmas 3 obols.
[8] The rest was surplus from the work when ali expenditures had been accounted.
The document presents an itemized account of expenditure and a total. In the complete section one expense (7) is qualified as paid in Alexandrian drachmas. If the raw
numbers are added together they exceed the expressed total expenditure: 3,380 drachmas
+ 130 drachmas + 1,200 drachmas + 1,072 drachmas 1 obol = 5,782 drachmas lobol.
If we do not convert the Alexandrian drachmas the account fails to square by 233
drachmas 40bols (= 5,782 drachmas 1 obols - 5,548 drachmas 3 obols). Rehm, therefore, added all expenses but the one that was reckoned in Alexandrian drachmas (1,072
drachmas 10bol):
Food and clothing
Tempering
Sharpening
Total
Total expendi ture

+

3,380
130
UQ.Q
4,710
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5,548 3/6
4,710
838 3/6

Rehm assumed that the default drachma of reckoning in this account was the Milesian. He deduced, therefore, that the ratio of the Alexandrian drachma to the Milesian
should equal 8383/6: 1,072 1/6 (7.82). In order to convert ihe 1,702 drachmas 1 obol
from Alexandrian to Milesian drachmas Rehm divided the theoretical weight of the
Alexandrian drachma, 4.37 (so Rehm) by the theoretical weight that Hultsch had de-

55 Though Rehm read the stone PA (130 drachmas) he seems accidentally to have
calculated 120 dmchmas, so his calculations are off by 10; I have corrected them here.

rived for the Milesian drachma, 5.6 grams (7.80)56. He then multiplied 1,072 by 4.37
5.6, obtaining the figure c. 836. This brought Rehm to within three drachmas of
the desired figure, 838316.57
Rehm's perspicacity was awesome and his precision impressive, but the calculations are problematic. As we have seen, Hultsch's Milesian drachma of 5.6 grams is
not supported by the Milesian drachmas and hemi-drachmas that have survived. And
Rehm himself doubted the security of his readings. The first digit of the number in
line 7 was not certain and at the end of line 6 Wiegand's ~y seemed to Rehm as sure
as his own
Another more pressing textual problem concerns the total expenditure r<DMHS (8),
5,548 drachmas 3 obols. The third digit, M (= 40), clearly visible in Rehm's photograph of the squeeze (Abh. 35, p. 40), stands out as wider than the other Jls in the text
by almost half (compare cnoJlroJlO'. in the preceding line). A vertical stroke has clearly
been carved down the middle of the M, bisecting it into a N-like shape and an adjacent
A-like shape: M -+ Nil Was M (= 40) corrected to N (= 50)? Moreover, the
horizontal stroke of Rehm's H is invisible in the photograph. Thus, the figure in line
8 can better be read r<DN/ IllS, i. e. 5,55N drachmas 3 obols. Perhaps the first diagonal
may be written off as extraneous, the residue of correction. But how to construe the
remaining three verticals? At Miletos the sign for three drachmas was and the sign
for one drachma was I. Is it possible that after the correction of M to N the scribe let
III pass for three drachmas rather than erase two verticals and cut a new horizontal to
make the r? As conjectures go this is not entirely satisfactory. Nevertheless, any attempt to render the account sensible must accommodate the extraordinary M.
Our tentative reconstruction would give a total expenditure of 5,553 drachmas 3
obols. Let us reconfigure Rehm's calculations in the light of his uncertainty in line 7
(i. e. reading ~y with Wiegand instead of ~I) and our proposed re-interpretation of
the number in line 8:
.
Food and clothing
3,380
Tempering
130
Sharpening
+
! 400
Total
4,910
Total expenditure
5,553 3/6
4.910
643 3/6

r:l: .

r

On these calculations 643 drachmas 3 obols would be the Milesian equivalent of
1,072 Alexandrian drachmas I obol. Now, on the strength of Eudemos' enabling
decree and the Archaic and Classical silver fractionals we have deduced a Milesian: Attic/Alexandrian ratio of 6: 10. 60% of 1,072'/6 is 643.3, just under 643
drachmas 3 obols. On Wiegand's reading in line 7 and our tentative interpretation of
line 8 the account squares, to within one obol, with a Milesian drachma related to the
Attic drachma by a ratio of 6: 10.

56 Hultsch, Metr%gie 2 (n. 44) 579-580.
57 His mistaken calculation of the 130 dmchmas made his calculations seem farther
from the mark than they were.
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Another explanation of the numbers may also be advanced. It pre-supposes Wiegand's reading in line 7, but is equally compatible with Rehm's reading in line 8 and
my own tentative conjecture. The payment in Alexandrian drachmas stands out as the
only figure in the account that is not a round number. The others, 3,380, 130 and
,20011,400, are round
to tens. Rehm did not consider the realities of the transaction on the ground. We have suggested that at Miletos a quantity of Milesian
drachmas denoted weight without reference to the number, denomination or origin of
the constituent silver coins. If so, then the city measured out the 1,072 1/6 Alexandrian
drachmas to the metalworker in weight rather than number. The metalworker probably
received payment in a variety of coins, tetradrachmas, didrachmas. drachmas, even
hemi-drachmas struck on any number of different standards. Even if the metalworker
preferred to receive payment in currency of a single standard and denomination, it is
possible that the Milesian bankers - for whom default operating procedure rendered
the distinction usually irrelevant-would have been unable to satisfy his preference.
In explanation of the curiously non-round payment of 1072 drachmas 1 obol, I
suggest the following scenario. The metalworker and the city negotiated a fee of 600
Milesian drachmas, which the metalworker requested be paid to him in Alexandrian
drachmas. The public bankers, who were accustomed to measure money by weight,
not denomination or origin, could not satisfy the request. They could weigh out 600
Milesian drachmas, which weighed the same as 1,000 Alexandrian drachmas, but
could not guarantee that the 1,000 Alexandrian drachmas would consist of 1,000
physical Alexandrian drachmas; in fact they could be relatively certain that the
payment would not58 . Expecting that he would have to exchange some or all of the
money at a money-changer's table, the metalworker demanded additional payment to
defray the agio that he would have to pay to convert his assortment of silver coins to
Alexandrian drachmas 59. He demanded an additional 7.2% - plus one obol
or, 12
Attic drachmas per 100 Milesian. As a fee for exchange this is slightly high but not
inconsistent with rates known from elsewhere60 .
The inventory from Didyma is problematic. The stone's loss may prevent verifiable solution. I suggest the preceding as one simple way out of a difficult problem.
But whatever we agree about this text the fundamental question in Eudemos' endowment remains. It is inconceivable that the people of Miletos could have sanctioned an
endowment that produced nearly half a talent in annual revenue, which they could not

legally spend. However we are to interpret I.Didyma 38 the problem in Eudemos' endowment vanishes if we posit the use of the Milesian standard to reckon payments.
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58 The explosion in variety of standards and the growing prevalence of reduced-weight
coins could pose difficulties; temple authorities at Delos took advantage of these developments: V. Chankowski-Sable, Les especes monetaires dans la comptabilite des hiiropes
a La fin de I'independence Detienne, REA 99 (1997) 357-369; Athens, by contrast, may
have preferred greater uniformity: Treheux, BCH 115 (l991) 349-352; Giovannini, Rome
et La circulation monitaire (n. 54), 60-62.
59 For a similar instance of a private businessman demanding money to cover exchange
in addition to payment, see CID II 62. II. A. 5-13: EA.€cpav'ta btpuij.lEea [ulh:pac:mxInov. oha lnmcou [j.lvllal EVEv1]Kov'ta 'tpe'i\;, 'ttj.l0: [<hllnKou j.lvat tKa'tt ouo
op[a]X[j.la]ll e~OEj.l"Kov'ta ['tEhoPE<;' 'tou'tio aiYIva'iov cX1tEOWKUj.le\; 'tiit ! E1tIKa'tUA.A.ayi'!.t OpaXj.la<; xI[A.llla\; im'l'UKa'tla\; 1tev'tE, 6~oA.oI1J\; 'tPEI\;.
60 Sosin, NC 160 (2000) 79; idem. NC 162 (2002) forthcoming.
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***

The sunrival of endowments, selfstanding economic entities, depended on careful
calculation, rational engineering, forethought. These three case-studies highlight a tendency in studies of Greek economic behavior. In the first case scholars have assumed
that the citizens of Ilion endowed their famous local festival, the Panathenaia, with a
fund that was guaranteed by the very terms of its creation to die slowly, in fivedrachma increments. In the second and third cases scholars have assumed that the assembled citizens of Teos and Miletos did not realize - or did not care - that they
were setting their cities up to produce large sums of precious money that could not by
law be spent. Low expectations will be met. But the stakes were high. Children had to
be educated, cult performed. And cash was precious. The creators and managers of ancient endowments did not round up; they did not throw money away and they did not
~.
pad. They did the
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